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Abstract

It is a prerequisite to many applications in different fields to separate a set of data items into ho-

mogenous clusters. In this context, a data item may be a member of Rk or a complex mathematical

entity encompassing several properties. Homogeneity, too, is a general concept which is defined dif-

ferently in different contexts. In effect, the ability to work with abstract models for data items and

clusters has important economical benefits, in terms of not only the reusability of the algorithms,

but also the reuse of actual computer code. Visual Assessment of Cluster Tendency (VAT) is a dis-

covery mechanism which has been shown to work desirably within the context of prototype-based

clustering. However, VAT has been shown to suffer from high costs of operation, especially in the

context of Big Data. While the research community has invested heavily on proposing alternatives

to VAT, a generic cost-effective unsupervised cluster discovery algorithm is not within reach. In

this work, we demonstrate that the VAT comparison and reordering mechanism can be applied

at the level of clusters, instead of its classical application at the level of data items. We exhibit

that this innovation results in effective reduction of the computational complexity of the resulting

algorithm from O(N2) to O(N). Moreover, we demonstrate that this technique allows for a generic

formulation of the unsupervised clustering problem. This paper includes the mathematical deriva-

tion of this idea accompanied by experimental results. We provide some of the deficiencies of the

present work at the end of the paper and recommend potential ideas for the continuation of this

work.





Chapter 1

Introduction

Clustering algorithms are numerical processes which consume a large number of data items and

produce a few cluster representations. The sanity of these processes is commonly controlled by

a set of configuration parameters, one of the most important one of which is C, the number of

clusters to be found in the data. While many clustering algorithms treat C as an input, sometimes

an unimportant one, the matter of fact is that properly estimating C is one of the most important

tasks that a clustering algorithm must be able to accomplish. In other words, knowing C is an

important prerequisite to a usable clustering solution and, except for low data dimensionalities and

trivial cluster models, C is not an aspect of the data which can be perceived by naked eye. This has

been the main driving force behind the development of a vast number of techniques which attempt

to perform a robust estimation of C. In the absence of such tools, any clustering algorithm may

be prone to generating clustering “solutions” which are seldom usable [1].

Visual Assessment of clustering Tendency (VAT) [2] is, arguably, the rebirth of a group of

techniques which have been used in different reincarnations in the past 150 years, this time within

the field of data clustering. The core idea behind VAT is that one can estimate the number of

clusters present in a set of data items through grouping them based on their mutual distances. In

fact, VAT and its many variants have been successfully used in many practical applications within

a diverse set of fields of work.

Nevertheless, the model which is at the core of VAT is inherently relational and prototype-

based, and is not applicable to many data clustering problems. In fact, as will be discussed later

in this paper, the idea that two data items can be compared together, and devoid of their context,

is an oversimplification which severely limits the scope of applicability of VAT. Moreover, VAT, in
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its original form, is not scalable with the size of the input data, and many of its variants inherit

this deficiency. Additionally, there are valid arguments in the literature that VAT performs less

than ideal as the number and complexity of the clusters increases and for sets of data items which

contain outliers and clusters which invade each other’s proximity. These conditions are arguably,

never an exception, but the norm for data clustering algorithms which are to be used in actual

applications which involve real-world data.

Aside from the structural concerns with VAT, this technique is explicitly and inherently based

on the subjective opinion of a human user. In other words, VAT is in fact a visualization technique

which attempts to, and in a number of cases succeeds to, produce a 2D image which is, supposedly,

easy to interpret by a human observer. This important concern is in addition to the fact that

many VAT-style algorithms require the proper, or sometimes diligent, adjustment of one or more

configuration parameters.

In this paper, we borrow the core concept of VAT, but instead of applying it on the data

items directly, we produce a cluster Dissimilarity Matrix (DM). In fact, we provide theoretical

justification to show that the direct application of VAT on the data items is inherently relational,

and thus limiting in scope. Then, in order to populate the cluster DM, we utilize an available

robustified fuzzy clustering algorithm within a single-cluster framework and feed it with a set of

initial cluster representations. Moreover, although we utilize a VAT-sytle reordering process, we

discard the Reordered Dissimilarity Matrix (RDM) and use the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST),

which is generated during the reordering mechanism. Hence, in direct contrast to the available

VAT literature, which uses the RDM and discards the MST, we find the RDM less than useful but

find an important application for the MST. There, not only we infer C from the MST, but also we

partition the MST into a number of subtrees, each of which yields a cluster representation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Chapter 2, we review the literature of

the problem. Then, in Chapter 3, we outline the developed method, and, in Chapter 4, we discuss

experimental results. The paper concludes with Chapter 5, which provides the concluding remarks.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The thinking process behind some of the earliest attempts at the estimation of C, is one of “find

many clusters, select only a few” [3]. In this line of thinking, the clustering algorithm is allowed

to generate many cluster candidates and significant resources have been allocated to the study of

cluster validity assessment techniques. The reader is referred to a comprehensive review of this

after-the-fact approach in [4] (also see Dunn’s index [5], the DB index [6], and the PBM index [7]).

Nevertheless, a majority of those approaches make the assumption that the validity of a cluster, or

an entire clustering solution, can be measured using a scalar value. However, thorough examination

of 23 scalar measures of cluster validity, researchers have shown that “none of them are exceptionally

reliable across a wide range of datasets” [8] (also see [9] for a Monte Carlo evaluation of 30 different

validity indexes). From a theoretical perspective, too, it has been argued that scalar cluster validity

indexes aggregate the entire information available in an input set of data items into one or a few

metrics and that invaluable information is lost in this process. In the words of the authors of [10],

“scalar measures of cluster validity are famously unreliable”.

Nevertheless, in comparison between before-the-fact techniques, which estimate the “correct”

number of clusters, and after-the-fact approaches, which validate one or a set of clusters, practical

implications lean towards the former. In effect, one is inclined, if possible, to execute the clustering

process with the proper settings, as opposed to moving ahead with some settings when there is the

likelihood that the results are likely to need to be discarded. That situation is most drastic when

it is suggested that the clustering algorithm is to be executed for a range of number of clusters in

order for the most optimal solution to be picked later.

The findings regarding the inherent deficiencies of scalar clustering validity indexes have en-
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couraged the community to investigate alternative techniques which visualize or assess the inherent

structure of a given set of data items from the vantage point of clustering. It is important to empha-

size that some of those techniques utilize generic statistical methods and are sometimes expensive

to carry out or require marginal probability distributions which are hard or impossible to generate

in practical settings.

Visual Assessment of clustering Tendency (VAT) [2] utilizes the pairwise dissimilarity informa-

tion between data items as a symmetrical matrix with non-negative elements and zero diagonals.

We address this matrix as the Dissimilarity Matrix (DM) (this matrix has also been called the

Dissimilarity Image (DI)). VAT provides a mechanism for reordering the rows and columns of this

matrix in a way that signifies the structure in the data. In short, when VAT is successful, dense

areas in the dataset yield dark squares along the diagonal of the Reordered Dissimilarity Matrix

(RDM). One can, therefore, at least theoretically, count these squares and generate a reasonable

estimate of the number of clusters present in the data. We note that VAT must be reviewed in the

context of other visualization techniques such as trees, dendrograms, castles, and icicles [11]. More

specifically, VAT belongs to the subset of techniques which utilize image-based visualizations.

An implementation of the core technique of VAT can be found in [12] (for details refer to [13]).

The VAT reordering algorithm is based on Prim’s algorithm [14] for finding the MST corresponding

to a weighted graph (also see [15]). Nevertheless, the intent of VAT is not to generate the tree,

but to produce the order in which the vertexes are added as the tree grows. Enhanced VAT (E-

VAT) [16] is a variant of VAT which applies a robust loss function on the DM before the reordering

process begins in order to limit the impact of the outliers. E-VAT uses Otsu’s threshold [17] for

the elements of the DM as scale.

The roots of VAT can be traced back to the method known as SHADE [18]. SHADE uses

over-striking of printed characters in order to generate a halftone display. Aside from this visual-

ization technique, which is a direct product of the display technologies available at the time of the

publication of that paper, SHADE is different from VAT in that it is essentially a cluster visualiza-

tion method which is utilized after another hierarchical clustering scheme is applied on the data.

Additionally, SHADE only generates the lower triangular section of the DM. A variant of SHADE,

addressed as the “graphical method of shading” [19], performs quantization of the DM prior to

rearrangement. VAT is also related to the Single Linkage (SL) [20] algorithm. SL, in essence, cuts

the largest edges in the MST, thus producing subsets of the data, each of which corresponds to

an individual cluster. The reader is referred to [21] for a review of the different variations of SL
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algorithms and to [22] for a review of the “direct relation” [22] between the clusters generated by

SL and the reordering prescribed by VAT. The reader is also referred to [23] for a list of practical

utilizations of SL as well as a list of clustering algorithms which utilize SL. Nevertheless, it has been

argued that SL “famously” [24] fails for some cluster types. Moreover, it has been suggested that

the technique of using a shaded matrix for assessing the structure of the data generates a “visual

puzzle” which is a “crypto-graphical mystery” [11].

In a broader perspective, the core concept of VAT has been known for many decades and has

been utilized in many different contexts. In effect, VAT belongs to the general category known as

Cluster Heat Maps [25]. In that paper [25], the authors find traces of the utilization of the display

mechanism employed by VAT in late 19th century [26] and a diverse presence in the statistical

literature in the 20th century [27]. The reader is referred to [25] for a long list of related references.

In fact, Cluster Heat Map techniques are suggested to be “by far the most popular graphical

representation” [28]. Moreover, Seriation approaches are among the well-known methods which

reorder data items based on some notion of dissimilarity. The reader is referred to [29] for a list

of loss functions used in the context of seriation and [30] for a comprehensive review of different

Dissimilarity Plots.

While VAT-style algorithms utilize symmetrical square dissimilarity matrices, there are appli-

cations in which the rows and the columns of the DM refer to different mathematical objects. An

extension of VAT, nicknamed coVAT [31], has been developed for this category of problems. coVAT

essentially treats the rectangular DM as the known section of a larger square DM and then imputes

the missing values using a transitive logic. That technique is extended in further works, including

Scalable co-VAT (scoVAT) [32], coVAT2 [33] and Improved co-VAT (co-iVAT) [34].

Review of the artificial samples utilized in a number of works which involve VAT (see for ex-

ample [2, 10, 24, 35]) indicates that there are no outliers in these sets of input data items. In fact,

VAT is fundamentally based on the assumption that the input set of data items is composed of a

number of compact well-separated isotropic clusters. As stated by the authors of [36], VAT is “usu-

ally only effective at highlighting cluster tendency in data sets that contain compact well-separated

clusters”. However, as also highlighted by the authors of the same paper, “[m]any practical ap-

plications involve data sets with highly irregular structure, which invalidate this assumption” [36].

We argue that the need for working with what is sometimes called “irregular geometries” [36] or

“composite shape(s)” [37] is an important practical requirement. In fact, we suggest that what

is often addressed as “tough cases” [34] is in fact the situation that needs to be addressed by a
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clustering algorithm. These are cases, for which, in words of the authors of [34], “VAT fails to

accurately show the cluster tendency”.

Another one of the many successors of VAT is the Visual Cluster Validity (VCV) approach

outlined in [10]. In fact, VCV inherits from and build upon both SHADE and VAT and contributes

to them the utilization of a generic cluster model. This is as opposed to the assumption by VAT

that a cluster can be represented by a typical data item. Nevertheless, VCV, like SHADE, is

a tool which displays the clusters that have been produced by another “outsourced” clustering

algorithm. In other words, VCV transforms clusters, that are potentially defined in a hyper-

dimensional geometry, into representations which can be visualized using a 2D matrix. Nevertheless,

the way VCV approaches this capability is through cluster-to-cluster comparison, which is carried

out based on the Euclidean distance between the parameters which define the cluster model. Hence,

for example, in the context of an ellipsoidal geometry, VCV will combine the components of the

mean vector with the elements of the covariance matrix. We argue that this approach mixes

into a pot elements which not only accept values at very different scales, but also, and more

importantly, are different from a theoretical perspective. Visual Cluster Validity (VCV2) [38] is a

similar approach which uses image matching in order to compare cluster representations with the

RDM.

Nevertheless, VCV utilizes the context of the data items when it estimates the dissimilarity

between a pair of data items. In order to do so, VCV models the dissimilarity between two data

items as the minimum of their common distance to a set of clusters. This process provides an

important contribution over the simplified models which utilize explicit data item-to-data item

distances as their level of dissimilarity, as, for example, is carried out by VAT and a majority of its

variants. However, assessment of the performance of VCV for Euclidean and linear clusters in R
2

in [10] shows that the results corresponding to linear clusters “are not nearly as clean as” [10] those

for Euclidean clusters. Additionally, VCV employs an overestimated number of clusters in order to

recognize the structure of the data and “some deterioration” [10] is observed when the clustering

algorithms is executed using cluster counts which are “large” [10]. We note that the problem

classes utilized in [10] are the equivalents of the 2de and 2dl models employed in this paper. We

also emphasize that the sets of data items which are utilized in [10] appear to not contain outlier

data items.

Revised VAT (reVAT) [39] replaces the RDM with a set of profile graphs. That technique allows

for removing data items which appear to be highly likely to belong to the same cluster from the
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pool of data and has been called “quasi-ordering” as well. That naming convention is in contrast

with the full reordering carried out in VAT. Nevertheless, the output of reVAT is of a different form,

compared to VAT, and, therefore, as stated by the developers of reVAT, “interpretation of the set

of reVAT profile graphs becomes very difficult when the number of clusters is large, or there is

significant overlap between groups of objects in the data” [24]. In fact, it has been argued [24] that

reVAT is applicable when C ≤ 5. This deficiency is alleviated in bigVAT [24], in which the visual

form of the VAT output is re-instituted, but the DM is confined to samples which are proportionally

selected from the dominant reVAT profiles.

Another sequel to VAT is Scalable VAT (sVAT) [35]. The development of sVAT is the result of

the realization that although bigVAT produces a 2D visualization, but that “this image may not be

as descriptive as a VAT-ordered image” [35]. Nevertheless, sVAT, too, performs sampling on the

data in order to achieve a lower computational complexity. In a similar fashion to bigVAT, sVAT

also utilizes an estimate of the clusters present in the input set of data items in order to produce

a representative subset. However, in addition to the requirement that the full DM is provided

by the user, sVAT relies on the user for providing the “desired (approximate) sample size” and

an “overestimate of the true number of clusters”. An extension of sVAT, nicknamed sVAT-SL, in

which SL stands for Single Linkage, is suggested in [40]. sVAT-SL attempts to produce both the

cluster representations as well as C. Nevertheless, sVAT-SL is in fact interrupted at the middle

of the process, because “the user must choose the number of clusters ... to seek” [40]. In other

words, the user of sVAT-SL is requested to observe the RDM and to decide what C ought to be.

Nevertheless, while sVAT-SL is advertised as “an approximation to single-linkage clustering for big

data” [40], the same paper also asserts that the clustering results generated by sVAT-SL “can be

ruined by outliers” [40].

It has been argued that “a major limitation” [41] of VAT and its variants is their “inability

to highlight cluster structure ... when ... [the data] contains clusters with highly complex struc-

ture” [41]. Spectral VAT (SpecVAT) [41] attempts to increase the legibility of the RDM generated

by VAT algorithms through spectral decomposition of the DM prior to the reordering. However,

the performance of SpecVAT depends on the proper selection of the parameter k, i.e. the number

of eigenvectors used during decomposition. In fact, as demonstrated in [36], to properly select k,

one ought to have a proper estimate for C, the number of clusters present in the data. The critical

necessity for the existence of this a priori piece of information violates the premise behind VAT

and SpecVAT. The latter work utilizes image processing techniques on the RDM and employs a
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sampling framework in order to reduce the computational complexity of the resulting algorithm.

It also attempts several ideas for estimating the parameters which govern the process in order to

resolve some of the concerns with the original SpecVAT.

In spite of their differences, VAT, reVAT, bigVAT, sVAT, and many other algorithms in their

class, are in fact visual assessment methods. In other words, these techniques are inherently reliant

on the subjective [24] understanding of the user. This issue becomes more disconcerting when it

is argued that in some practical settings, an “experienced user” [24] may have to be employed in

order to perform the assessment (the reader is referred to [37] for related remarks). In fact, it has

been argued that non-Euclidean geometries or overlap between clusters can give rise to VAT images

for which “different viewers may deduce different numbers of clusters ..., or worse, not be able to

estimate c at all” [36]. To make matters more complicated, the output of many of the algorithms in

this class is a two dimensional image, which requires to be transferred and displayed diligently and

it is argued that compression, down-scaling, and interleaving of this image “may obscure important

information about potential clusters in the data” [24].

Another important detail about VAT and a majority of its affiliates is their treatment of the

MST. In fact, in many of the algorithms in this category, the MST is in essence considered as a

by-product which is discarded as soon as it is created. We argue, however, that this representation

carries very important information about the structure of the data and the relationship between the

clusters present in it. As will be shown later in this paper, we argue that the RDM is an alternative,

and less useful, representation than the MST. Nevertheless, significant effort has been spent in the

literature on the interpretation of the structure of the data based on the appearance of the RDM.

Cluster Count Extraction (CCE) [42] is one such approach, which assesses the histogram of the DM

using image processing operators such as Otsu’s algorithm [17] and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

CCE requires the proper adjustment of multiple threshold and filter radius parameters. Dark Block

Extraction (DBE) [43] is another approach which counts the number of dark diagonal blocks in the

RDM using thresholding and morphological operations. DBE also requires the diligent adjustment

of the threshold value used for determining the peaks of a histogram. aVAT [36] is another approach

which utilizes image processing techniques in order to interpret the RDM. That paper applies a

function, which can be considered a robust loss function, on the RDM in order to increase its

contrast and to facilitate the recognition process. The reader is also referred to [44] in which

Dunn’s cluster validity index is used in order to perform thresholding on the RDM. Other validity

indexes, such as the PBM index [7], have been used for interpreting the RDM as well. Clustering
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in Ordered Dissimilarity Data (CLODD) [45] attempts to automatically produce the clusters from

the RDM as well. While it is advertised that “when [the input data] has “good” clusters, CLODD

will find them”, the performance of CLODD depends on the values of the two “influence constant”s

α and γ, the values of which are set using trial and error [45].

It is important to emphasize that, independent of the actual efficacy of the available approaches

which utilize image processing tools in order to interpret the RDM, those techniques are in essence

based on the assumption that the RDM is the representation to be processed and that the MST is

inferior to it. This is evident in the concluding statement in [36], in which the authors advocate

for the use of more efficient thresholding techniques in order to enhance the interpretation of the

RDM. We argue, however, that a more important consideration in this discussion is the choice of

representations, and that the MST is a more informative representation than the RDM.

For an input set of data items X, which contains N data items, the computational complexity

of VAT is of O(N2). This is due to the fact that VAT processes the N ×N matrix of dissimilarities

between the data items. In addition to the fact that this model is inappropriate in the context

of a generic notion of homogeneity, the quadratic complexity of VAT is prohibitive for Big Data

problem instances. In fact, it has been argued that VAT “works well for relatively small data sets

(n ≤ 500)” [24]. Hence, variations of VAT have been proposed which address this issue. reVAT,

bigVAT, and sVAT are three approaches which aim at lowering the computational complexity to

O(CN). Here, C is the inherent, and unknown, number of clusters which are present in X. As

commonly C ≪ N , this transformation is greatly beneficial. Nevertheless, it has been argued that

“sVAT does not asymptotically scale linearly with [the number of data items]” [40].

The O(N2) computational coomplexity of VAT contains the superpositions of the costs asso-

ciated with two processes, both of which require O(N2) operations. In fact, not only the DM

needs to be reordered at the cost of O(N2) operations, but also this matrix needs to be calculated

in the first place, and the computational complexity of that process is of O(N2) as well. In this

context, the sequels of VAT, i.e. reVAT, bigVAT, and sVAT, drop the complexity of the reorder-

ing mechanism to O(CN), but, nevertheless, they still require the calculation of the N × N DM.

Hence, technically, the computational complexities of these algorithms are still O(N2), unless the

DM is provided a priori. As will be discussed next, that circumstance is only applicable to a small

subset of clustering problems, in which case, too, the DM must be calculated in many practical

settings anyways. Hence, neither VAT nor the aforementioned variants of it are genuinely scalable.

Here, we rely on the notion of scalability which mandates that the computational complexity of
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the algorithm must grow linearly as the number of input data items increases [46].

Nevertheless, a critical concern with VAT, and other models in its category, is in their core

assumption about the nature of the inter-relationship between the data items. In fact, VAT is

confined to situations in which it is meaningful to discuss the similarity/dissimilarity of two data

items in vacuum. In this context, VAT makes the extremely limiting assumption that the data

items are either given as object vectors or by numerical pairwise dissimilarity values [2]. Hence,

VAT assumes that given the two data items x1 and x2, one can meaningfully point out the extent

to which the two are likely to belong to the same cluster. This assumption is valid within the

context of the Euclidean distance function as well as other ℓk norms in which case the clusters are

in essence prototypical data items.

In fact, in the literature, the input set of data items has been, incorrectly in our opinion,

reduced to and assumed to be equivalent to its relational representation (for recent examples refer

to [22, 36]). This limited scope is more obvious in the case of algorithms such as Relational

Visual Cluster Validity (RVCV) [47] and Correlation Cluster Validity (CCV) [48], which explicitly

identify their narrow scope. While that situation is applicable to relational and prototype-based

clustering problem classes, it is not necessarily an inclusive framework. We argue that the notion

of “dissimilarity between two data items” may not be meaningful for many problem classes which

are highly relevant in practice, unless a context is defined. In other words, the question is not how

dissimilar the two data items x1 and x2 are. One example to illuminate this point is clustering

members of a given R
k into lower dimensional spaces. Under this regime, if data items are to be

clustered into lines, planes, and hyperplanes, for example, the question of dissimilarity between

two data items is meaningless unless one also provides a cluster representation. In other words,

any pair of data items x1 and x2 may be extremely similar or inherently dissimilar given their

mutual relationship to the cluster which provides the context. Hence, we argue, the square DM

representation is only applicable to a small subset of possible problem classes. The reader is referred

to SpecVAT [41], as only one example of, the “natural” and implicit reduction of a set of data items

to its relational representation.

VAT approaches have been augmented with path-based distance models in order to alleviate

the limiting scope mandated by the assumption of the relational model. For example, Improved

VAT (iVAT) [36] prescribes that it is not the direct data item-to-data item distance which must

be stated in the DM but that x1 and x2 are “similar” if there is a sequence of data items, with

x1 and x2 at the two ends of the sequence, each of which are at close distances to each other.
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Sample experimental results provided in [36] suggests that iVAT is capable of recognizing arbitrary

sequences of data items in R
2. The authors of that paper also propose the Automatic VAT (aVAT)

technique which applies a function, that can be considered a robust loss function, on the RDM in

order to facilitate the semi-unsupervised extraction of the diagonal blocks from it. The reader is

also referred to a variant of the iVAT algorithm, nicknamed Efficient iVAT (efiVAT), which utilizes

dynamic programming [34]. A related algorithm, named clusiVAT [23], samples the input set of

data items in order to generate the cluster representations using SL. clusiVAT then extends the

classification results to the entire set of data items. The reader is referred to [49] for variants of

clusiVAT and iVAT, nicknamed clusiVAT+ and iVAT+, which utilize additional “efficient thresh-

olding schemes”. While these contributions provide some relief, especially when the clusters are

isolated and separated, the core problem is still far from being addressed by these techniques. One

scenario in which the path-based model falls short of resolving the challenge is the clustering of

members of Rk into lower-dimensional spaces. In this scenario, any intersection between a pair

of clusters is a real threat that may cause the two clusters to “leak” into each other. This case

is closely related to the “zigzagging” phenomenon which the original implementation of VAT was

prone to and was alleviated using a clever initialization procedure for the reordering mechanism [2].

Moreover, even the mere assumption that the data items can necessarily be reduced to members

of Rk is in essence a dangerous reduction. As will be shown later in this paper, the data items

merely need to be mathematical objects for which distance to a given cluster can be defined. This

is a major step forward compared to the majority of the works in the VAT literature, where the

assumption that xn ∈ R
k is made out of convenience, without any reference to the implications of

that reduction.

There is a significant overlap between the group of individuals who worked on VAT and Fuzzy

C-Means (FCM) [50]. While, historically, FCM precedes VAT, VAT is in fact an attempt to set

one of the key inputs required by FCM, i.e. the value of C. Additionally, as stated above, there

have been multiple attempt to forge VAT into an alternative to FCM, i.e. to generate the cluster

representations, and not just their count, by VAT. This convoluted relationship between VAT and

FCM, however, to the best of our knowledge, has never led to a marriage of the two ideas. In other

words, VAT either feeds into FCM or replaces it, but never intertwines with it. In this paper, we

take up this task and demonstrate that a robustified variant of FCM, nicknamed Connie [51], can

be used as a single-cluster clustering mechanism, i.e. by assuming C = 1, in order to scan the

cluster space and to produce cluster representations which are aggregated using a VAT reordering
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process in order to produce a MST, the sub-trees of which yield the sought for clusters in the input

set of data items.



Chapter 3

Method

3.1 Modeling Framework

Any unsupervised data clustering problem is based on a notion of homogeneity which is rooted

in the physical properties of the data items and the clusters. Therefore, there is an important

practical incentive for discussing unsupervised data clustering in generic terms and independent

of the framework of any particular problem class. Here, a problem class is the mathematical

formalization of the data clustering problem in the context of a particular model for the data items

and a particular notion of homogeneity. This notion of homogeneity contains a cluster model. For

example, one may refer to the problem class which relates to “Euclidean clustering of points which

belong to R
2”. In this statement, “Euclidean clustering” defines the notion of homogeneity, which

then mandates that each cluster is represented as a point in R
2, thus defining the cluster model

relevant to the problem class in hand. Additionally, the clause “points which belong to R
2” provides

the model for the data items. Once a problem class has been defined, one can discuss particular

problem instances. Here, a problem instance is one realization of a particular problem class. In

other words, a problem instance provides a set of data items, as prescribed by a problem class.

Under such circumstances, the vision of this work is to develop a generic fuzzy clustering

algorithm which accepts data item and cluster models as plug-ins and operates using a data item-

to-cluster distance function which is provided as a black-box. In other words, we propose a generic

unsupervised fuzzy clustering algorithm which can be adopted to any problem class. Once the

adoption is carried out, this particular incarnation of the proposed method will operate on any

instance of the aforementioned problem class without any need for user supervision or subjective

intervention.

13
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3.2 Model Preliminaries

As discussed in Section 3.1, any problem class provides a mathematical model for the data items.

Additionally, any problem class defines a cluster model which complies with the notion of ho-

mogeneity relevant to the problem class at hand. We denote a data item as x and a cluster as

ψ.

In this work, we utilize a weighted set of data items, defined as,

X =
{

(ωn;xn)
}

, n = 1, · · · , N, ωn > 0, (3.1)

and we define the weight of X as,

Ω(X) =
N
∑

n=1

ωn. (3.2)

The notion of associating positive weights to the data items can be considered as a marginal case of

clustering fuzzy data [52]. Examples for this setting include clustering of a set which is inherently

weighted, clustering of sampled data, clustering in the presence of multiple classes of data items

with different priorities [53], and a measure used in order to speed up the execution through data

reduction [54]. When known in the context, we abbreviate Ω(X) as Ω. Thus, when estimating

expected values, we treat X as a set of realizations of the random variable x and write,

p {xn} =
ωn
Ω
. (3.3)

We model the relationship between a data item and a cluster as the real-valued positive distance

function φ(x, ψ). Through this abstraction, we decidedly avoid the dependence of the underlying

algorithm on Euclidean or any other particular notations of distance. We also assume that the

distance function is unbounded, i.e. that for any cluster representation ψ and any positive value

L, there exist infinite number of data items x for which φ(x, ψ) > L.

We assume that the robust loss function, u (·) : [0,∞] → [0, 1], is given which satisfies limτ→∞ u(τ) =

1. Additionally, we assume that u (·) is an increasing differentiable function which satisfies u(0) = 0

and u(1) = 1
2. Hence, in this work, we utilize the rational robust loss function,

u(x) =
x

1 + x
, (3.4)

and we model the loss of xn when it belongs to ψc as,

unc = u

(

1

λ
φnc

)

, φnc = φ (xn, ψc) . (3.5)
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We model the loss of a data item which is considered to be an outlier as the positive constant U . In

(3.5), we address λ as the scale parameter (note the similarity with the cluster-specific weights in

PCM [55]). In fact, λ has a similar role to that of scale in robust statistics (also called the resolution

parameter [56]) and the idea of distance to noise prototype in the NC algorithm [57, 58]. Scale

can also be considered as the controller of the boundary between inliers and outliers [59]. From a

geometrical perspective, λ controls the radius of spherical clusters and the thickness of planar and

shell clusters [60].

We assume that φ(x, ψ) is differentiable in terms of ψ and that for any non-empty weighted set

X, the following function of ψ,

∆X(ψ) = E {φ(x, ψ)} =
1

Ω

N
∑

n=1

ωnφ(xn, ψ), (3.6)

has one and only one minimizer which is also the only solution to the following equation,

N
∑

n=1

ωn
∂

∂ψ
φ(xn, ψ) = 0. (3.7)

In this paper, we assume that a function Ψ (·) is given, which, for the input weighted setX, produces

the optimal ψ which minimizes (3.6) and is the solution to (3.7). We address Ψ (·) as the cluster

fitting function.

Note that Ψ (·) is the solution to the M-estimator given in (3.6). We emphasize that when a

closed-form representation for Ψ (·) is not available, conversion to a W-estimator can produce a

procedural solution to (3.7) [61]. Additionally, many of the techniques developed in the context of

Weber Problems [62] may be applicable to finding a procedural solution to Ψ (·).

A version of this modeling framework has been called a “prototype generator” [10] in that a

cluster is modeled using a finite set of mathematical entities which generate the set of data items

that belong to the cluster. The entirety of this model has precedence in the literature and has been

used in parallel [51] as well as sequential settings [63].

3.3 Assessment of Loss

In this section, we carry the loss modeling framework developed in [51] in order to render a self-

containing paper. This framework derives a loss model for the set X which is known to contain C

clusters. We then derive the single-cluster version of this loss model.

We assume that, at some arbitrary point during the procedure, a clustering algorithm has

discovered the C clusters ψ1, · · · , ψC in X. We also assume that a Maximum Likelihood procedure
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has been applied on X and denote the set of data items which are assigned to ψc as X̃c. We address

the union of all X̃c for c = 1, · · · , C as X̃. In this context, the set X̃0 = X− X̃ contains the data

items which are considered to be outliers.

Now, we consider an arbitrary data item xn. This data item may be an outlier or it may belong

to one of the C clusters. Hence, we model the loss associated with xn as follow.

E {Loss|xn} = p
{

xn ∈ X̃0

}

E
{

Loss|xn ∈ X̃0

}

+ (3.8)

p
{

xn ∈ X̃
}

C
∑

c=1

p
{

xn ∈ X̃c|xn ∈ X̃
}

E
{

Loss|xn ∈ X̃c

}

.

We now denote the probability that xn is an inlier as pn and the probability that xn belongs to

X̃c, given that it is an inlier, as fnc and rewrite (3.8) as follows.

E {Loss|xn} = (1− pn)U + pn

C
∑

c=1

fncunc, (3.9)

where (3.5) is used. Note that the definition of fnc mandates that,

C
∑

c=1

fnc = 1, ∀n. (3.10)

Then, we aggregate (3.8) for all xn and use (3.3) and write,

E {Loss|X} =
N
∑

n=1

p {xn}E {Loss|xn} = (3.11)

1

Ω

N
∑

n=1

ωn

[

pn

C
∑

c=1

fncunc + UC
1

C
(1− pn)

]

.

Close assessment of (3.11) shows that this cost function complies with an HCM-style hard

template. It is known, however, that the utilization of the concept of the fuzzifier has important

benefits (we will get back to this concept later). Hence, we rewrite (3.11) and derive the following

cost function.

∆ =
N
∑

n=1

ωn

[

pmn

C
∑

c=1

fmncunc + UC1−m(1− pn)
m

]

. (3.12)

This objective function is to be minimized subject to (3.10).

In (3.12), m > 1 is the fuzzifier (also called weighing exponent and fuzziness). The optimal

choice for the value of the fuzzifier is a debated matter [64] and is suggested to be “an open
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question” [65]. It has been suggested that 1 < m < 5 [66] and 1.5 < m < 2.5 [67] are proper

ranges and that m = 2 is an appropriate value [66]. The use of m = 2 is suggested in early work

on the topic [5, 68, 69] and there is physical evidence for this choice as well [70]. Nevertheless,

other researchers [65] have argued that the choices for the value of m are mainly empirical and lack

a theoretical basis. The reader is referred to [71] for a review of the concept of fuzzifier and the

alternatives for it. In this work, we use m = 2 in order to comply with the history of the problem.

In (3.11) we have chosen to write U as UC 1
C in order to compensate for the impact of the

fuzzifier. In fact, two types of terms exist in (3.11), i.e. pnfnc and (1 − pn). These terms are

each products of membership identifiers. However, while the first term contains two elements, the

second one only contains the single element 1− pn. We argue that this is because this term in fact

contains implicit components of the type “if either P or not P” hidden in it. In other words, the

cost component U(1− pn) in fact models the situation in which xn is an outlier, in which case it is

irrelevant whether or not xn belongs to any of the clusters. In other words, the term (1− pn) is in

fact the simplified version of the following term,

(1− pn)
C
∑

c=1

fnc = 1− pn. (3.13)

While this alternative form is in effect identical to 1− pn, the difference becomes significant when

the fuzzifier is integrated into the objective function. In fact, with the addition of the fuzzifier, the

term given in (3.13) ought to be modified to,

(1− pn)
m

C
∑

c=1

fmnc ≤ (1− pn)
m. (3.14)

In other words, if no other measure is taken, the incorporation of the fuzzifier effectively reduces

the cost of being an outlier, as explained below.

We note that for any set of C non-negative variables ζc which satisfy
∑C

c=1
ζc = 1, we have

∑C
c=1

ζmc ≤ 1, when m > 1. The equality in this relationship, i.e. the upper bound, occurs when

all of the ζc are zero except for one which is unity. The lower bound on
∑C

c=1
ζmc , however, occurs

when the ζc are identical. Therefore, we replace (3.13) with the case in which all the fnc are

equal. This process guarantees that when the fuzzifier is incorporated into the cost function, the

corresponding term is always greater than or equal to the pre-fuzzifier term. In other words, we

replace (1 − pn) with (1 − pn)C
1
C and, therefore, after the incorporation of the fuzzifier, yield

(1 − pn)
mC 1

Cm
= (1 − pn)

mC1−m. In the above, this transformation was rephrased, imprecisely,

as substituting U with UC 1
C in (3.11).
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3.4 Single-Cluster Clustering

In this section, we set C = 1 and derive the single-cluster version of the loss model which was

developed in Section 3.3. We then provide a solution strategy for it.

When C = 1, the constraint (3.10) reduces the C-element set {fn1, · · · , fnC} to the set {1}. We

also conveniently drop the subscript c from unc and, therefore, rewrite (3.12) as,

∆ =
N
∑

n=1

ωn

[

p2nun + (1− pn)
2U

]

. (3.15)

Note that ∆ is to be minimized void of any constraint.

Calculating ∂∆
∂pn

and equating it to zero, we derive the optimal pn as,

pn =
1

1 +
1

U
un

. (3.16)

Now, we plug (3.16) in (3.15) and write,

∆ =
N
∑

n=1

ωn
Uun
U + un

. (3.17)

Derivation shows that (3.17) can be rewritten as follows, while it is important to emphasize that

the right side of (3.18) is to be maximized.

∆ ≡

N
∑

n=1

ωn
1

1 +
1

U
un

. (3.18)

Comparison of (3.18) and (3.16) reveals that,

∆ ≡

N
∑

n=1

ωnpn. (3.19)

We then derive,

∂∆

∂ψ
=

N
∑

n=1

ωnp
2

n

1

λ
u′
(

1

λ
φn

)

∂

∂ψ
φ (xn, ψ) . (3.20)

Using (3.7) we know that the solution to (3.20) is given as,

ψ = Ψ

({

(ω̃n;xn)

})

. (3.21)

Here,

ω̃n =
ωnp

2

n
(

1 +
1

λ
φn

)2
, (3.22)
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which can be shown to be equal to,

ω̃n = ωn (1− un)
2 p2n. (3.23)

Here, we carry a brief overview of the single-cluster clustering procedure developed in this paper.

We note that this process is in fact a Picard iteration.

• Inputs

(a) Cluster representation ψ.

(b) Input set of data items X.

• Outputs

(a) Updated cluster representation ψ.

(b) Membership identifiers pn, n = 1, · · · , N .

• Procedure

(a) Set pn = 1, n = 1, · · · , N .

(b) Loop

(a) Calculate φn and un for n = 1, · · · , N , using (3.5).

(b) Calculate ω̃n for n = 1, · · · , N , using (3.23).

(c) Calculate ψ using (3.21).

(d) Calculate ∆ using (3.19).

(e) If change in ∆ is negligible, break the loop.

(c) Calculate pn for n = 1, · · · , N , using (3.16).

3.5 Cluster Space Sampling

The process carried at the end of Section 3.4 inputs a cluster representation and modifies it into

a more optimal representation. In effect, this process accepts a point in the cluster space and

updates it through a local search mechanism. The fact that that process functions locally, is an

important asset, because it can ignore the rest of the data items and only “focus” on a locality of X.

Nevertheless, this same phenomenon means that it is probable that ψ would in fact correspond to
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a local minimum of the search space and that there is no guarantee that in every execution of that

process, using any input ψ, the generated cluster in fact describes one of the major homogenous

sets present in the input set of data items.

Additionally, it is important to discuss the mechanism through which ψ is generated. Here,

we denote three potential sources for ψ, i.e. cluster space sweeps, a priori pieces of information,

and random cluster representations. We describe these three mechanisms in detail in the next

paragraphs. Each one of these processes generates a cluster population, which we denote as Ψ.

Note that, the number of elements in this set is independent of C and is determined based on the

available budget for processing power and also model complexity.

First, Ψ may be generated by a process which “sweeps” the cluster space, given that the cluster

model allows for such an action. For example, in one imaginary situation, the cluster representation

may contain a point in a rectangular subset, for example [−L,L]× [−L,L], and an angle. In such

circumstances, having made a decision about the size of Ψ, one can devise step sizes along the three

dimensions of the cluster space and then to uniformly sample this space. The sweeping mechanism

provides assurance that the entire cluster space is examined. Nevertheless, designing a sweeping

mechanism for an arbitrary cluster representation may be non-trivial and cumbersome.

A second approach to producing Ψ is to utilize a priori pieces of information. For example, due

to the inherent properties of the problem class, it may be known that clusters tend to agglomerate

in certain “areas” in the cluster space. If this condition is applicable to a problem class, then one

may capitalize on the opportunity and generate Ψ as the concatenation of cluster representations

located in these “hot spots”.

The third approach, which is also the one adopted in this paper, is to populate Ψ with ran-

dom cluster representations which are generated using i.i.d. processes. This approach is easy to

implement, especially when ψ is in fact a vector in a hyper-rectangular subspace of some R
k.

We assume that one of the above mechanisms, or any other applicable mechanism, has been

employed and that the set Ψ, which contains Ĉ cluster representations is generated. Here, Ĉ is

significantly larger than any estimate for C. We feed these cluster representations to the algorithm

described in Section 3.4 and generate the updated set Ψ̂ as well as Ĉ instance of {p1, · · · , pN}

identifiers. Note that the computational complexity of this process is of O(NĈ), wherein Ĉ is

independent of both C and N . In other words, the computational complexity of the method

developed in this paper scales linearly with the size of the input set of data items and, hence, this

method is scalable [46].
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3.6 Cluster Aggregation

We utilize VAT in order to extract homogenous sets from Ψ̂. Each one of these sets contains one

group of clusters which are similar. In order to be able to compare clusters, we utilize a Bayesian

risk-based comparison framework. In other words, the two cluster representations ψ1 and ψ2, are

dissimilar to the extent that they produce contradicting classification results. In other words,

δψc1
,ψc2

= E
{

p
{

misclassification
}}

= (3.24)

max

[

E
{

p
{

xn /∈ X(ψc2)|xn ∈ X(ψc1)
}}

,

E
{

p
{

xn /∈ X(ψc1)|xn ∈ X(ψc2)
}}

]

=

max

[

N
∑

n=1

[

pnc1 >
1

2

] [

pnc2 <
1

2

]

ωn

N
∑

n=1

[

pnc1 >
1

2

]

ωn

,

N
∑

n=1

[

pnc1 <
1

2

] [

pnc2 >
1

2

]

ωn

N
∑

n=1

[

pnc2 >
1

2

]

ωn

]

.

Here, X(ψ) denotes the set of data items which are classified to the cluster represented by ψ and [p]

is the Iverson bracket, wherein [p] is one(zero) if the Boolean variable p is true(false). For simplicity,

we denote δψc1
,ψc2

as δc1,c2 . We envision that as pn1
and pn2

denote probabilities, one may be able

to utilize other probabilistic distance metrics [72].

Having produced δc1,c2 for all pairs of 1 ≤ c1 < c2 ≤ Ĉ, we arrive at a cluster DM which we

process using the classical VAT reordering algorithm. Note that the computational complexity of

generating the DM in the algorithm developed in this paper is of O(Ĉ2). This number, too, is

independent of N . Moreover, as stated before as well, we do not have any particular use for the

RDM which is generated through applying VAT on the DM. In fact, we perform VAT on cluster DM

for the sole purpose of generating the MST. We represent this graph as the sequence of element-to-

element dissimilarities as the reordering mechanism proceeds. Hence, one may in fact rewrite the

VAT algorithm so that the RDM is not generated at all.

We cut the longest links in the MST using the preset threshold of 5%. In other words, we

consider two clusters to be distinct when the probability of nonconforming classification between
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them is more than 0.05. We also mandate that every cluster group must at least contain 5% of Ψ̂

and denote this number as the “prominence” of the corresponding cluster. We note that this metric

is distantly related to the size of the dark blocks in the RDM in classical VAT and many of its

counterparts. Nevertheless, and this is very important to emphasize, the RDM blocks in the present

work, although the RDM is never generated, represent estimates for the probability that a cluster

may converge to any of the sub-trees. The RDM blocks in VAT, bigVAT, and other algorithms in

that class, however, denote an estimate of the number of data items which are “similar” to each

other.

The division of the MST into multiple sub-trees has precedence in the literature. In [40], the

authors first estimate C and then cut the C − 1 longest links in the MST. On the contrary, in

this work, we examine long links in the MST in order to both, estimate C, as well as to generate

the sets of similar clusters. Then, we utilize the first cluster representation in each sub-tree as the

representative of that sub-tree. The reader is encouraged to utilize more optimal, and therefore

more costly, approaches. Nevertheless, we also calculate the “weight” of each clusters. Here, weight

of a cluster is the relative number of data items which are classified into that particular cluster.

We do not utilize weight in order to validate a cluster.

3.7 Determination of U and λ

The notion that a fuzzy clustering algorithm functions within an unsupervised framework, is often

misunderstood and inaccurately stated. In effect, unsupervised clustering is commonly defined

in contrast with supervised clustering, wherein a supervisor provides training data and possibly

direction and guidance in order for the algorithm to function desirably. Unsupervised clustering,

on the other hand, is the term used for the broad category of algorithms which theoretically do

not require user supervision. Nevertheless, as pointed in reference to numerous pieces of work in

the literature in Chapter 2, many available “unsupervised” clustering algorithm depends on the

diligent adjustment of one or several configuration parameters. In many cases, these parameters

are to be adjusted using trial-and-error or “user knowledge”. We emphasize, however, that the

only type of configuration variables acceptable to be employed by a truly unsupervised algorithm

are those for which a deterministic and objective selection procedure is outlined which allows the

user to be agnostic of the internal mechanics of the algorithm under consideration.

The execution of the algorithm developed in this paper is governed through the two configuration
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Cluster 1
(ψ1)

φ(x2, ψ1) = ϕf

Cluster 2
(ψ2)

x1

φ(x1, ψ1) = ∞

φ(x1, ψ2) = ∞

f11 = f12 =
1

2

φ(x2, ψ2) = ∞

x2
f21 = 2f22

(a)

Cluster 1
Outliers

px = 1

2

(ψ1)

φ(x, ψ1) = ϕp

x

(b)

Figure 3.1: The process of determining λ and U . (a) Selection of ϕf . (b) Selection of ϕp.

parameters λ and U . In this section, we provide objective procedures for determining the values of

these two configuration variables for any arbitrary problem class. It is worth emphasizing that λ

and U are to be set at the level of problem classes and that they are not affected by the particular

set of input data items associated with any problem instance or the number of clusters present in

it.

It is evident that λ defines the scale for φnc. This is exemplified in (3.5) and also everywhere else

in this paper where φnc is divided by λ. We argue that, similarly, U defines the scale for unc (for

example see (3.16)). Hence, we argue that the two identities φnc and unc are brought into context

through λ and U , respectively. We use this perceptual definition in order to propose procedures

for determining the appropriate values for λ and U for an arbitrary problem class. We emphasize

that in this process we utilize the multiple-cluster cost function carried in (3.12).

We suggest an imaginary situation, as depicted in Figure 3.1(a), in which two data items interact

with two clusters (N = 2 and C = 2). The first data item, here x1, is infinitely far from both

clusters, in which case we expect f11 = f12 = 1
2. The second data item, here x2, however, is

infinitely far from the second cluster and is at the distance of ϕf from the first one. Here, we

ask what value of ϕf will result in f21 = 2f22. This question can be asked in a different setting
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as follows: For a data item which is infinitely far from two clusters, how close should it get to

one cluster, while maintaining its distance to the other, in order for it to be favored by the former

cluster two times than the latter? One can show that setting m = 2 in the general case given in

(3.12), we have [51],

fnc =
u−1

nc

C
∑

c′=1

u−1

nc′

, (3.25)

based on which,

λ =
ϕf

u−1

(

1

2

) = ϕf . (3.26)

In order to estimate the proper value for U , we utilize another imaginary situation in which

one data item interacts with one cluster, as depicted in Figure 3.1(b). Here, we ask how far the

data item should be from the cluster in order for it to be an outlier with a probability of half?

This situation, in effect, defines the boundary of inliers and outliers when Maximum Likelihood is

applied on pn. We denote this distance as ϕp and utilize the fact that setting m = 2 in the general

case given in (3.12) yields [51],

pn =

C
∑

c=1

u−1

nc

C
1

U
+

C
∑

c=1

u−1

nc

, (3.27)

and therefire,

U = u

(

1

λ
ϕp

)

. (3.28)

We note that ϕp and ϕf reflect different aspects of the relationship between data items and

clusters. Nevertheless, conceptually, we can envision that one may want to set ϕp = ϕf = ϕ◦. In

this line of reasoning, ϕ◦ denotes the territory of a cluster, within which the cluster considers a

data item as an inlier, therefore px ≥ 1
2, and also owns the data item when in competition with

another farther cluster, therefore fxc ≥
1
2. Reworking (3.26) and (3.28) for ϕp = ϕf = ϕ◦ we arrive

at λ = ϕ◦ and U = 1
2.



Chapter 4

Experimental Results

The algorithm developed in this work is implemented as the Matlab class Annina. This class

contains the core operations defined in this work, which, as stated, are class-independent. The

child classes of this class override the two virtual functions φ (·) and Ψ (·) and set the value of

λ according to the specifications of their corresponding problem classes. These child classes also

perform the load and visualization operations relevant to the cluster and data item models defined

by the respective problem classes. In this work, we utilize six such child classes, as listed in Table 4.1.

The present work is, in effect, a search mechanism for discovering the local minimums of the

single–cluster cost function associated with an arbitrary clustering problem. In this context, the

method developed in this work utilizes a population of seed points on this multidimensional manifold

and tallies the “distinct” cluster representations to whose “vicinity” a significant number of local

searches lead. It also takes into consideration the relative number of times each of these “hyper-

clusters” appear as the points of convergence.

The dimensionality of the search utilized in this work quickly grows out of the realm of percep-

tible geometries even for simple data item and cluster models. In effect, considering search spaces

which can be visualizes in 3D, one is left with very few cases, one of which is carried in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 shows the geometry of the search space for an arbitrary 2de problem instance. Here,

each data item is a member of R2 and clusters, too, are points in R
2. The manifold shown in

Figure 4.1, clearly, contains three local minimums. Therefore, the purpose of the method developed

in this work is, effectively, to “pour a large number of points on this manifold and to determine

where these points end up and at what numbers”. We now present the actual results of executing

the proposed method on the input set of data items shown in Figure 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Properties of the problem classes utilized in this paper.

Problem Class xn ψc Purpose φ (xn, ψc)

ψc = [mc, ρc]

2dc xn ∈ R
2 mc ∈ R

2 Finding Circles
[

‖xn −mc‖
2 − ρ2c

]2

ρc > 0

2de xn ∈ R
2 ψc ∈ R

2 Euclidean Clustering ‖xn − ψc‖
2

ψc = [mc, vc]

2dl xn ∈ R
2 mc ∈ R

2 Finding Lines ‖xn −mc − vTc (xn −mc) vc‖
2

vc ∈ R
2, ‖vc‖ = 1

3dpp xn ∈ R
3 ψc ∈ R

3 Finding Planes 1
‖ψc‖

2

(

ψc
Txn − ‖ψc‖

2
)2

ψc = [mc, vc] Color Image

ics xn ∈ R
3 mc ∈ R

3 Segmentation
∥

∥xn −mc − vTc (xn −mc) vc
∥

∥

2

vc ∈ R
3, ‖vc‖ = 1

ighe xn ∈ R ψc ∈ R Grayscale Image (xn − ψc)
2

Segmentation

We point out that the input set of data items utilized in Figure 4.1 contains C = 3 clusters,

wherein each cluster contains 50 data items and, that there are 50 additional outlier data items

included in this set. We seed the developed method using Ĉ = 255 random points in R
2 and

generate the DM shown in Figure 4.2(a). Note that this matrix is 255× 255 and not 200× 200. In

other words, as discussed before, in the present work, in direct contrast with VAT and a significant

majority of its variants, the size of the DM does not depend on N , the number of input data items.

Figure 4.2(a) shows the cluster DM corresponding to the input set of data items utilized in

Figure 4.1. This matrix, natural to its definition, contains seemingly uncorrelated rows and columns.

Nevertheless, through utilizing the conventional VAT reordering mechanism, the RDM shown in

Figure 4.2(b) is generated. Note that this matrix demonstrates the typical characteristics of a

“proper” the RDM, i.e. distinct dark blocks along the diagonal. Incidentally, and as expected,

there are three dark blocks in Figure 4.2(b), which gracefully matches the fact that C = 3 clusters

have been combined in order to generate the input set of data items utilized in this experiment.

As stated, the method developed in this work in fact does not utilize the RDM, and, more

specifically, does not generate the RDM. In effect, the piece of information that the present method
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of the search space for an arbitrary 2de problem instance.
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Figure 4.2: Cluster dissimilarity matrixes corresponding the input set of data items utilized in

Figure 4.1. (a) DM. (b) RDM.
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Figure 4.3: visualizations of the MST corresponding to the input set of data items utilized in

Figure 4.1. (a) Successive MST edge lengths. (b) Prominence/Weight graph.

requires and generates is the MST. This information is carried in two different ways in Figure 4.3.

Here, Figure 4.3(a) shows the length of the edges between the MST nodes as they are successively

added to this tree. In this figure, the horizontal axis denotes the cluster seed index, thus ranging

from 1 to Ĉ, and the vertical axis denotes dissimilarity between pairs of clusters. Note that, in this

representation, zero denotes two clusters which are absolutely identical, i.e. that the probability of

mis-classification between them is zero. The value of one in this chart, on the other hand, denotes

two completely complementary clusters, i.e. two cluster which do not own any mutual members or

non-members.

The peaks in Figure 4.3(a) denote the points of separation between the sub-trees in the MST. In

other words, each one of these peaks corresponds to a pair of clusters which are distinctly different.

In effect, the discovery of these pairs is the main purpose behind seeding the single-cluster clustering

framework developed in this work. Note that, although there are three peaks in Figure 4.3(a), and

hence four subtrees in the corresponding MST, we only accept three clusters, because one is dropped

due to the minimum prominence requirement. In other words, the short distance between the last
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peak in Figure 4.3(a) and the last data item denotes a local minimum which is not “prominent

enough” in order to be accepted as a “stable” cluster. This is also visible in Figure 4.3(b), which

denotes that about 2% of the cluster seeds fall into the subtree which corresponds to the gap

between the last peak of the MST edge length graph and the last data item.

The visualization carried in Figure 4.3(b) displays cluster weight and prominence values. Note

that, these two metrics are distinctly different in terms of what they measure. Prominence of a

cluster, as stated before, denotes the ratio of the cluster seeds which fall into the vicinity of a

convergence points in the cluster space. Weight of a cluster, on the other hand, denotes the ratio

of the population of the input set of data items which are classified into a cluster. Nevertheless,

weight and prominence, both, add up to one for any set of clusters. We note that the top row in

Figure 4.3(b) denotes cluster prominence, hence the indicator “P”, and the bottom row denotes

cluster weight, hence the indicator “W”.

Assessment of cluster weights in Figure 4.3(b) shows that about a quarter of the data items

are not classified in either of the three prominent subtrees. This number beautifully matches

50
3× 50 + 50. In other words, in the input set of data items utilized in this experiment, there are

50 outlier data items and three sets of data items, each with 50 data items, corresponding to each

cluster. The fact that the three clusters generated by the developed method each contains about a

quarter of the data items and a quarter of the data items is left as outlier is worth extra attention,

and appreciation, in this experiment. Cluster prominent, too, paints an important picture. Through

analyzing the cluster prominent figures carried in Figure 4.3(b) we recognize that about 60% of the

cluster seeds fall into one special cluster. Cross-examination of this number with Figure 4.4, which

carries the visualization of the set of clusters produced in this experiment, is informative.

Figure 4.4 shows that the developed algorithm finds three clusters in the input set of data items.

Note that, the shaded circles drawn in Figure 4.4 denote one of the cluster seeds which corresponds

to any of the final clusters. Through the cross-examination of Figures 4.3(b) and 4.4, we recognize

that the cluster which is close to the origin is in fact the “most prominent” one. This cluster, as

seen in Figure 4.1, corresponds to a large “basin” which “absorbs” a majority of the cluster seeds

which happen to fall in its vicinity.

Figure 4.5 shows the paths of the cluster seeds towards their point of convergence in this

experiment. We emphasize that this visualization is in fact possible and meaningful specifically

and explicitly because data item and cluster models are identical in this particular problem class.

In other words, in this particular problem class, one can meaningfully present a data item alongside
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Figure 4.4: Set of clusters produced by the developed method for the data shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: Convergence paths of the cluster seeds corresponding to the clusters shown in Figure 4.4.

(a) Two dimensional view from top. (b) Three dimensional view of cluster representations and the

associated cost function values.
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Figure 4.6: Membership levels of the reordered input data items to the converged clusters shown

in Figure 4.4.

a cluster, and that is exactly what has made Figure 4.5 possible. It is also important to note that

Figures 4.5(a) and (b) show the same data from two different vantage points. In fact, Figure 4.5(a)

merely shows the line which connects a cluster seed to its converged status. Hence, the number of

lines which converge to the middle cluster in Figure 4.5(a) and the large prominence of this cluster,

as seen in Figure 4.3(b), are two different ways to carry the information that this particular cluster

is positioned so that many randomly positioned clusters converge to it. One may in fact directly

count the number of lines which converge to each final cluster in Figure 4.5(a) and generate the

prominence graph carried in Figure 4.3(b).

The visualization shown in Figure 4.5(b) is another, more detailed, representation of the data

carried in Figure 4.5(a). Here, we have included the intermediate positions of each cluster seed

as well. Additionally, we have converted ψ ∈ R
2 to [ψ,∆] ∈ R

3. Note that the direction of the

z-axis in Figure 4.5(b) is inverted. Hence, an optimization problem which seeks local minimums

has generated (upside-down) hills. Nevertheless, it is informative to observe the lines, each of which

corresponds to one clusters, as they merge together and form the peaks which correspond to the

cluster representations generated by the developed method.

Moreover, we emphasize the existence of the disturbance present at the bottom left of Fig-

ure 4.5(a), and less clearly visible at the same position in Figure 4.5(b). This small group of

converging cluster paths in fact corresponds to the two adjacent peaks in Figure 4.3(a) and the

fourth non-prominent cluster in Figure 4.3(b). In other words, a small minority of cluster seeds do

end up converging to the same cluster representation, but due to the fact that the prominence of

this group is negligible, their mutual agreement is (correctly) ignored by the developed algorithm.
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Figure 4.6 shows the results of reordering the input data items according to their level of

membership to the clusters discovered by the proposed method. Here, the reordering process

utilizes the following index,

in =
C
∑

c=1

2c−1

[

pnc >
1

2

]

, (4.1)

We note that this membership output has similarities to the profile graphs generated by reVAT [39].

Nevertheless, these graphs are generated by the developed method after the MST is dissected and

after the prominent clusters have been selected. reVAT, on the other hand, performs thresholding

on the DM in order to generate the membership graphs. Additionally, in direct contrast to reVAT,

membership graphs are mere byproducts of the process employed by the developed algorithm and

are in no way instrumental in the operation.

As stated, this work utilizes a Bayesian measure of cluster dissimilarity. Figure 4.7 exhibits one

case of executing this measure. Here, Figures 4.7(a) and (b) show cluster candidates #12 and #21

for an arbitrary 2de problem instance. In this case, δ12,21 is calculated as 0.92. Figure 4.7(c) shows

the values of pn corresponding to these two clusters. Note that the data items are reordered in this

visualization in order to enhance the spatial contiguity of the membership graphs. We observe in

this experiment that the employed cluster dissimilarity measure in fact correctly determines that

these two clusters are dissimilar. In other cases, wherein the pair of clusters are similar, we observe

that the dissimilarity is correctly assessed to be close to zero as well.

The proposed algorithm contains a local search and aggregation procedure which is stochastic

in its essence. Hence, not only there is no guarantee for the repeatability of the outcome of the

algorithm for any particular problem instance, but also, and more importantly, there is no way

to predict what the algorithm will produce for a problem instance. Nevertheless, our experiments

indicate that there is a high degree of repeatability for the output of the developed algorithm. Here,

we present the results of five independent executions of the proposed algorithm on an arbitrary 2dl

problem instance.

Figure 4.8(a) shows a 2dl problem instance and Figures 4.8(b) to (e) exhibit the results of

five independent executions of the developed algorithm. In each of these five figures, the solid lines

indicate individual clusters and the data items are colored according to the cluster they are classified

to. The dashed lines in these figures demonstrate the cluster seeds which have converged to the

corresponding cluster. Hence, we observe that, one, in all cases, the developed algorithm converges

to three clusters. It is important to emphasize that the developed algorithm does not have a priori
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Figure 4.7: Assessment of the cluster dissimilarity measure utilized in this work for an arbitrary

2de problem instance. (a) and (b) Two cluster candidates produced by the developed algorithm.

(c) Reordered membership graphs for the two clusters carried in (a) and (b).
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Figure 4.8: Repeatability assessment for the 2dl problem instance shown in (a). (b), (c), (d), (e)

and (f) exhibit the results of five independent executions of the developed algorithm.
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access to information about the number of clusters which it is supposed to look for. Additionally,

and equally importantly, the clusters generated during these five independent executions appear to

be identical. We in fact performed analytical comparison on the classification results corresponding

to these five runs and calculated the pairwise similarity matrix and found it to be 15×5, within

the numerical accuracy of the calculations. In other words, these five runs produce the same exact

classification results. We emphasize that this situation is exceptional and we expect the similarity

matrix to contain more realistic values, which are still close to one, wherein some disturbance is

caused by noise and other factors. Note that the order of the clusters does vary amongst the

results carried in Figures 4.8(b) to (e). In other words, we observe that the developed algorithm

can be expected to produce the same clusters, potentially permuted differently, in independent

executions. In this experiment, X contains 528 data items and we utilized Ĉ = 255. The developed

algorithm converged to 3 clusters in all cases. The five executions of the developed algorithm in

this experiment took 5, 334± 197 milliseconds to converge.

In the present work, Ĉ governs the processing budget of the algorithm. In other words, Ĉ

maintains the number of independent attempts to find local minimums in the optimization manifold.

Hence, one would expect to receive more representative clusters as Ĉ grows. Additionally, larger

Ĉ values enhance the accuracy of the estimation of cluster prominence values. Hence, larger Ĉ

is expected to lead to, both, the discovery of more useful clusters as well as the more confident

determination that they are indeed more stable clusters. Nevertheless, a larger Ĉ value directly

translates into a more expensive algorithm. This double-sided relationship between the value of Ĉ

and the quality of the outputs of the developed algorithm is the topic of the next experiment.

Figure 4.9 shows the impact of the value of Ĉ on the converged clusters for a 3dpp problem

instance. This problem class is concerned with finding planar sections in range data captured by

a Kinect 2 sensor. The depth-maps used in this experiment are captured at the resolution of

424 × 512 pixels. Here, intrinsic parameters of the camera are acquired through the Kinect SDK

and each data item in this problem class has the weight of one. The data utilized in this experiment

corresponds to a corner in a room, wherein a human body is present. Hence, we expect to receive

three clusters, two of which ought to identify the walls in the room and the third should correspond

to the floor.

Here, we use the following values for Ĉ: 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 100, and observe, as seen in

Figures 4.9(a) and (b), that for small Ĉ, the generated clusters correspond to local minimums in

the search space. As Ĉ increases to 40 and 80 we notice that the proposed algorithm converges to
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Figure 4.9: Impact of Ĉ on the outputs of the developed algorithm for a 3dpp problem instance.

Top: Converged clusters. Bottom: Classification results. (a) Ĉ = 5. (b) Ĉ = 10. (c) Ĉ = 20. (d)

Ĉ = 40. (e) Ĉ = 80. (f) Ĉ = 100. Input data courtesy of Epson Edge, Epson Canada Limited.

the three desired clusters. Hence, we observe that the behavior of the developed method follows

common logic in this respect; i.e. a certain minimum processing budget is required for the search

to be encompassing and solid, and, additionally and importantly, investing more processing power

does not either increase or decrease the quality of the outputs.

We note, however, that the order of complexity of the developed algorithm contains both a

linear as well as a quadratic function of Ĉ. In order to assess this situation, we review the time

elapsed algorithm by the developed as it completes the clustering process. As seen in Figure 4.10(b)

the execution time of the developed algorithm increases linearly with Ĉ. We note that the linear

inflation of the time taken by the developed algorithm in order to converge, relates to the time

required for the processing of the Ĉ cluster seeds. The quadratic component, however, corresponds

to the generation of the MST, and as seen in Figure 4.10(b) the latter appears to be less significant

than the former.

Finally, Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 carry sample results generated for problem instances cor-

responding to the six problem classes carried in Table 4.1. In these figures, every row corresponds

to one problem instance. The columns of every row contain the representations of different aspects

of the corresponding problem instance as it goes through the proposed algorithm. There, in every

case, the first column carries the input set of data items. The second column in these figures

contains the RDM, and the last column exhibits the results of the classification of the input set of
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Figure 4.10: Number of discovered clusters and the elapsed time for the experiments shown in

Figure 4.9. (a) Number of clusters. (b) Elapsed time.
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Figure 4.11: Sample results generated by the proposed algorithm for problem instances correspond-

ing to the six problem classes carried in Table 4.1. (a) 2dc. (b) 2de.

data items according to the clusters generated by the proposed algorithm. The third column, if

present, exhibits the representation of the clusters generated by the developed algorithm.

Figure 4.11(a) presents a 2dc problem instance. This problem class is concerned with identifying

circles in a weighted set of 2D points. In this problem instance, as seen in Figure 4.11(a)(i), there are

three circles, and, as seen in Figure 4.11(a)(iv), the developed algorithm correctly identifies these

clusters. Figure 4.11(a)(ii) shows the RDM corresponding to this problem instance. Here, the

three dark diagonal blocks correspond to the three clusters generated by the developed algorithm.

The input set of data items utilized in this experiment contains 850 data items and the proposed

algorithm takes 6, 688 milliseconds to converge for this problem instance.

Similarly, Figures 4.11(b) and 4.12(a) present 2de and 2dl problem instances, respectively.

The former problem class corresponds to finding Euclidean compact sets and the latter problem

class involves finding linear sets, both among weighted points on a 2D plane. The problem instance

depicted in Figure 4.11(b) contains 850 input data items and the developed algorithm requires 5, 391
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Figure 4.12: Sample results generated by the proposed algorithm for problem instances correspond-

ing to the six problem classes carried in Table 4.1. (a) 2dl. (b) 3dpp. Input data courtesy of Epson

Edge, Epson Canada Limited.

milliseconds to converge for this problem instance. The problem instance carried in Figure 4.12(a)

contains 483 input data items and the developed algorithm takes 4, 750 milliseconds to converge

for it.

In contrast to Figures 4.11(a), fig:samples:one(b), and fig:samples:two(a), which utilize arti-

ficially generated input data items, the next three problem instances, i.e. the ones carried in

Figures 4.12(b), fig:samples:three(a), and fig:samples:three(b), utilize input data items which have

in fact been measured. These problem classes include 3dpp, i.e. finding planes in a 3D space,

ics, i.e. segmentation of a color image using a linear model of homogeneity [73, 74], and ighe, i.e.

segmentation of a grayscale image using its histogram, respectively.

The problem instance carried in Figure 4.12(b)(i) contains 2, 759 input data items and the

result shown in Figure 4.12(b)(iv) is generated in 62, 031 milliseconds. Similarly, the input set of

data items utilized for the experiment carried in Figure 4.13(a) contains 16, 384 input data items
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Figure 4.13: Sample results generated by the proposed algorithm for problem instances correspond-

ing to the six problem classes carried in Table 4.1. (a) ics. (b) ighe.

and the developed algorithm converges for this problem instance in 42, 531 milliseconds. Finally,

the problem instance corresponding to Figure 4.13(b)(i) contains 32 bins and the result carried in

Figure 4.13(b)(iv) is generated in 3, 625 milliseconds.

Nevertheless, there is no implied or assumed claim in this manuscript that the present algorithm

functions desirably for every problem instance. Figure 4.14 carries two failed executions correspond-

ing to 2dc and 2de problem instance, wherein, either an undesired cluster is “discovered” in the

data or that a desired cluster is ignored.

In Figure 4.14(a) we observe that, although only two apparent clusters exist in Figure 4.14(a)(i),

but the corresponding RDM, shown in Figure 4.14(a)(ii), contains other dark blocks, which trans-

late into the undesired third cluster shown in Figure 4.14(a)(iii). This problem instance contains

742 data items and the developed algorithm converges for it in 4, 766 milliseconds. The opposite

situation occurs for the problem instance shown in Figure 4.14(b), in which, although there exists

a dark block corresponding to the third cluster in the input set of data items, as seen in Fig-
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Figure 4.14: Undesired results generated by the proposed algorithm. (a) 2dc. (b) 2de.
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ure 4.14(a)(ii), but this block is not prominent enough, and is therefore ignored, thus resulting in

one desired cluster not identified, as seen in Figure 4.14(a)(iii). The next step of this work is to

assess these and other suboptimal situations and to devise mitigation strategies for this deficiency.

As discussed, a majority of other algorithms in the field utilize the DM corresponding to the

input set of data items. In addition to this notion being irrelevant for many models of homogeneity,

the computational complexity of that process is of O(N2). The present work, however, generates

the DM at the level of clusters, and hence its computational complexity is of O(Ĉ2). In fact, not

only Ĉ ≪ N , but also Ĉ relates to the number of cluster in the input set of data items and not the

number of data items, and, hence, the developed algorithm is categorically faster than the methods

available in the literature. Nevertheless, as the complexity of the homogeneity models grows, Ĉ2

indeed becomes a challenge. Hence, in the continuation of this work, we intend to address this

aspect of the present work as well.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

The present work in no way claims to provide a final solution to the generic problem of unsupervised

clustering in a class-independent context. What this work aims to achieve is, first, to utilize VAT-

style dissimilarity assessment and reordering at the level of clusters. This is in direct contrast to a

majority of the works in the literature, which generate the dissimilarity matrix for the input data

items. That paradigm is not only inefficient, but also, and more importantly, it is based on the

implicit assumption of prototype-based clustering. This is essentially because available VAT-style

algorithms utilize the direct Euclidean distance between data items, whilst this entity is in effect

irrelevant to the clusterability of the data in any context except for relational clustering. Moreover,

the inefficiency of classical VAT algorithms is due to the fact that their computational complexity

is of O(N2), where N is the number of data items. As such, we demonstrate in this work that

the VAT reordering mechanism can be utilized at the level of clusters. This is important not only

because the computational complexity of the resulting algorithm will be of O(N), but also, and

more importantly, because in this proposed framework one can discuss clustering in the context of

general notions of homogeneity. Nevertheless, the present work does not guarantee the usability of

the outcomes of the developed process in every execution for any problem instance. Moreover, the

computational complexity of the developed algorithm, while down from quadratic to linear, is still

a prohibiting factor in some caes. We intend to focus on these aspects of the present work in the

continuation of this research.
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